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Foreword

ISO (the International Organization for Standardization) is a worldwide federation of national standards bodies 
(ISO member bodies). The work of preparing International Standards is normally carried out through ISO 
technical committees. Each member body interested in a subject for which a technical committee has been 
established has the right to be represented on that committee. International organizations, governmental and 
non-governmental, in liaison with ISO, also take part in the work. ISO collaborates closely with the International 
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) on all matters of electrotechnical standardization.

International Standards are drafted in accordance with the rules given in the ISO/IEC Directives, Part 2.

The main task of technical committees is to prepare International Standards. Draft International Standards 
adopted by the technical committees are circulated to the member bodies for voting. Publication as an 
International Standard requires approval by at least 75 % of the member bodies casting a vote.

Attention is drawn to the possibility that some of the elements of this document may be the subject of patent 
rights. ISO shall not be held responsible for identifying any or all such patent rights.

ISO 10993-12 was prepared by Technical Committee ISO/TC 194, Biological evaluation of medical devices.

This fourth edition cancels and replaces the third edition (ISO 10993-12:2007), which has been technically revised.

ISO 10993 consists of the following parts, under the general title Biological evaluation of medical devices:

— Part 1: Evaluation and testing within a risk management process

— Part 2: Animal welfare requirements

— Part 3: Tests for genotoxicity, carcinogenicity and reproductive toxicity

— Part 4: Selection of tests for interactions with blood

— Part 5: Tests for in vitro cytotoxicity

— Part 6: Tests for local effects after implantation

— Part 7: Ethylene oxide sterilization residuals

— Part 9: Framework for identification and quantification of potential degradation products

— Part 10: Tests for irritation and skin sensitization

— Part 11: Tests for systemic toxicity

— Part 12: Sample preparation and reference materials

— Part 13: Identification and quantification of degradation products from polymeric medical devices

— Part 14: Identification and quantification of degradation products from ceramics

— Part 15: Identification and quantification of degradation products from metals and alloys

— Part 16: Toxicokinetic study design for degradation products and leachables

— Part 17: Establishment of allowable limits for leachable substances 

— Part 18: Chemical characterization of materials

— Part 19: Physico-chemical, morphological and topographical characterization of materials [Technical 
Specification]

— Part 20: Principles and methods for immunotoxicology testing of medical devices [Technical Specification]
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Introduction

This part of ISO 10993 specifies methods of sample preparation and provides requirements and guidance for 
the selection of reference materials for the biological evaluation of medical devices.

It is important that sample preparation methods be appropriate for both the biological evaluation methods 
and the materials being evaluated. Each biological test method requires the selection of materials, extraction 
solvents and conditions.

This part of ISO 10993 is based on existing national and international specifications, regulations and standards 
wherever possible. It is periodically reviewed and revised.
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1 Scope

This part of ISO 10993 specifies requirements and gives guidance on the procedures to be followed in the 
preparation of samples and the selection of reference materials for medical device testing in biological systems 
in accordance with one or more parts of ISO 10993. Specifically, this part of ISO 10993 addresses the following:

— test sample selection;

— selection of representative portions from a device;

— test sample preparation;

— experimental controls;

— selection of, and requirements, for reference materials;

— preparation of extracts.

This part of ISO 10993 is not applicable to live cells, but can be relevant to the material or device components 
of combination products containing live cells.

2 Normative references

The following referenced documents are indispensable for the application of this document. For dated 
references, only the edition cited applies. For undated references, the latest edition of the referenced document 
(including any amendments) applies.

ISO 10993 (all parts), Biological evaluation of medical devices

ISO 14971, Medical devices — Application of risk management to medical devices

3	 Terms	and	definitions

For the purposes of this document, the following terms and definitions apply.

3.1
accelerated extraction
extraction that provides a measure of the leachable or extractable materials of the device or material, using 
conditions that shorten the time for leaching of the substances into the extraction vehicle but do not result in a 
chemical change of the substances being extracted

EXAMPLE Elevated temperature, agitation, changing of the extraction vehicle.

3.2
blank
extraction vehicle not containing the test material, which is retained in a vessel identical to that holding the test 
sample and subjected to conditions identical to the ones the test sample is subjected to during its extraction

NOTE The purpose of the blank is to evaluate possible confounding effects due to the extraction vessel, extraction 
vehicle and extraction process.
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